Endothelial ERK signaling controls lymphatic fate specification
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Lymphatic vessels are thought to arise from PROX1-positive endothelial cells (ECs) in the cardinal vein in response to induction of SOX18 expression; however, the molecular event responsible for increased SOX18 expression has not been established. We generated mice with endothelial-specific, inducible expression of an RAF1 gene with a gain-of-function mutation (RAF1S259A) that is associated with Noonan syndrome. Expression of mutant RAF1S259A in ECs activated ERK and induced SOX18 and PROX1 expression, leading to increased commitment of venous ECs to the lymphatic fate. Excessive production of lymphatic ECs resulted in lymphangiectasia that was highly reminiscent of abnormal lymphatics seen in Noonan syndrome and similar RASopathies. Inhibition of ERK signaling during development abrogated the lymphatic differentiation program and rescued the lymphatic phenotypes induced by expression of RAF1S259A. These data suggest that ERK activation plays a key role in lymphatic EC fate specification and that excessive ERK activation is the basis of lymphatic abnormalities seen in Noonan syndrome and related diseases.

Introduction
The lymphatic system is composed of a network of blind-ended, thin-walled capillaries and larger vessels that drain protein-rich interstitial fluid from the extracellular spaces. It plays a critical role in fluid regulation, immune response, and tumor metastasis. Defects in the lymphatic system, congenital as well as acquired, are encountered in a number of disease states (1–4). One of the more common and least understood lymphatic defects is lymphangiectasia, a pathological dilation of dysmorphic lymphatic vasculature that can lead to lymphedema and compression of nearby structures (5, 6). Lymphatic defects such as lymphangiectasia can be particularly prominent in patients with Noonan and LEOPARD syndromes, conditions characterized by gain-of-function mutations in the RAS/RAF signaling cascade (7, 8). The molecular basis of the lymphatic defects in these diseases is still unknown. Previously, we have demonstrated that under normal conditions, the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway inhibits ERK signaling via AKT1-dependent phosphorylation of RAF1 on Ser259 (Figure 1, A and B) in endothelial cells (ECs) (9). Gain-of-function mutations of RAF1 at Ser259 have been frequently identified in Noonan syndrome patients (10–12). Here we set out to examine the specific effect of endothelial RAF1/ERK activation in the developing vasculature.

Mammalian lymphatic vessels originate from embryonic veins (13, 14). During early embryonic development, a subset of PROX1-positive ECs forms at E10.5 in the lateral portion of the cardinal veins. These cells then sprout laterally, starting at E11.5, to form lymph sacs (1, 13). PROX1 knockout embryos lack lymph sacs and lymphatic vessels (15). At later stages of development, PROX1 expression is reduced in veins and becomes restricted to the lymphatic vasculature (16).

Cardinal vein ECs that give rise to lymphatics express both VEGFR2 and VEGFR3, with the latter’s ligand-binding and kinase activity considered to be required for lymphangiogenesis (19). Binding of VEGF-C to VEGFR3 leads to activation of PI3K/AKT and RAF1/MEK/ERK signaling pathways, with the former playing a critical role in regulation of LEC migration (20, 21). The role of ERK is suggested in studies demonstrating excessive LEC differentiation, subcutaneous hemorrhage, edema, and the presence of dilated lymphatic vessels in mice with deletions of the negative regulators of ERK signaling Sprd1, Sprd2, and Rasa1 (22, 23). Nevertheless, the role of ERK signaling in lymphatic development and its mechanism of action have not been established. Here, we used an endothelial-specific non-AKT suppressible RAF1 mutant transgenic mouse model to show that the RAF1/MEK/ERK signaling input regulates SOX18-induced LEC fate specification and developmental lymphangiogenesis.

Results
Generation of endothelial RAF1 gain-of-function mice. To fully explore the important role played by ERK signaling in the endothelium, we took advantage of the observation that RAF1S259A
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expression leads to ERK activation (11). Consistent with these results, expression of a lentiviral RAF1S259A construct in ECs also resulted in ERK activation (Figure 1, C and D). To explore the effect of ERK activation in the vasculature in vivo, endothelial-specific, inducible RAF1S259A transgenic mice were generated by crossing a line with a bidirectional CMV promoter under the control of a tetracycline-responsive promoter element driving human RAF1S259A and LacZ (TRE-RAF1S259A) (Figure 1E) with VE-cadherin-tTA mice (24). To confirm expression and determine the expression level of the transgene, we isolated lung ECs from VE-cadherin-tTA/RAF1S259A double-transgenic (S259A) mice. Western blot analysis of RAF1 expression demonstrated a 63% increase in RAF1S259A compared with wild-type ECs (Figure 1F). The endothelial-specific expression of the transgene was confirmed by whole-mount X-gal staining of E9.5 and E10.5 embryos (Figure 1G).

Figure 1
Endothelial-specific expression of RAF1S259A blocks RAF1-AKT crosstalk and activates ERK. (A) RAF1-AKT crosstalk. Upon extracellular signal stimulation, AKT phosphorylates RAF1 at Ser259 and inhibits RAF1 activation. (B) Scheme of RAF1 phosphorylation sites. (C) Western blot demonstrates ERK1/2 activation by RAF1S259A. Serum-starved HUVECs transduced with empty control, wild-type HA-RAF1 (WT), or HA-RAF1S259A (S259A) lentiviruses were stimulated with 50 ng/ml VEGF-A for the indicated times. (D) ERK activation shown in (C) was quantified by densitometry and is represented as a ratio of pERK1/2 to total ERK1/2. (E) Scheme of construct for TRE-RAF1S259A transgenic mice. (F) Western blot showing RAF1 expression in purified primary lung ECs. Densitometry of RAF1 levels compared with those of β-tubulin is shown on the right. Data represent the mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments. (G) X-gal staining of E9.5 and E10.5 embryos. Scale bars: 200 μm (E9.5) and 2 mm (E10.5).
Of the 58 pups from the TRE-RAF1S259A and VE-cadherin-tTA cross, only 2 VE-cadherin-tTA/RAF1S259A double-transgenic (S259A) mice were born alive. X-gal staining showed trace expression (not shown) of the transgene, suggesting that endothelial expression of RAF1S259A causes embryonic lethality. Analysis of developing embryos generated by timed mating showed that at E9.5, only a small portion of the ECs showed positive X-gal staining, while by E12.5, a majority of the ECs were X-gal–positive (data not shown). This suggests that the VE-cadherin promoter in this TET-OFF construct is not fully turned on until approximately E12.5, which is consistent with previous observations (24). Prior to E12.5, no significant defects were observed in the cardiovascular system of S259A embryos. However, at E14.5 these embryos showed a gross subcutaneous edema (Figure 2A), with nearly 100% (53 of 55 embryos) lethality by E15.5. No hemorrhage was observed except for subcutaneous bleeding in the neck dorsally to the right ear in 50% of the embryos. Further histological analysis of E14.5 embryos showed a high prevalence of cardiac defects in S259A embryos, including ventricular hypertrabeculation and wall thinning (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI63034DS1), which are associated with embryonic lethality (25). These findings are consistent with a high prevalence of cardiac defects in various “RASopathies” including Noonan syndrome (11, 26).

S259A mice develop lymphangiectasia. The extensive edema in S259A embryos suggests defective lymphatic development. H&E staining of sections of E14.5 embryos revealed massively enlarged and malformed jugular lymphatic sacs (Figure 2B) and subcutaneous lym-
phatic vessels (Figure 2C) in S259A embryos compared with control littermates. VEGFR3 and PROX1 immunofluorescence staining confirmed the lymphatic nature of these vessels (Figure 2D). Lumen sizes of subcutaneous lymphatic vessels in E14.5 S259A embryos were on average 5-fold larger than those of the control littermates (Figure 2E), with approximately 35% of the lymphatic vessels in S259A embryos having a lumen size greater than 5000 μm², while in control embryos, no lymphatic vessels of such size were observed (Figure 2F). Moreover, while greater than 50% of the subcutaneous lymphatic vessels in control embryos had lumen sizes smaller than 500 μm², less than 2% of the lymphatic vessels in the S259A embryos were that small. In agreement with the lumen size data, the diameters of the skin lymphatic vessels in E14.5 S259A embryos were on average twice as large as those of the control littermates (Figure 2, G and H). At the same time, there were no major differences in the size and/or diameter of blood vessels in S259A embryos.

Besides gross enlargement, another common feature of the lymphatics in S259A embryos was the presence of connexin 40–positive (CX40), neuropilin 1–positive (NRP1), smooth muscle actin–positive (SMA), and VEGFR3- and PROX1-negative arteries surrounded by dilated lymphatics in skin, a feature not seen in control mice and a pathognomonic finding in lymphangiectasia syndromes (5). Taken together, these results demonstrate that S259A mice develop lymphangiectasia reminiscent of the lymphatic phenotypes in Noonan syndrome and related disorders.

RAF1 S259A induction of PROX1 expression. Massive lymphatic enlargement in S259A embryos suggests either increased LEC proliferation or increased fate specification. To address the former possibility, the fraction of Ki67+/PROX1+ cells among all PROX1+ cells was determined in both E12.5 (Supplemental Figure 2, A–C) and E14.5 (Supplemental Figure 2, D–F) embryos. No significant differences in the percentage of proliferating LECs in S259A embryos versus littermate controls were observed (Supplemental Figure 2, B and E). However, the total number of PROX1+ cells was twice as high in the S259A embryos compared with that in the control embryos (Supplemental Figure 2, C and F), suggesting increased lymphatic fate specification.

To address this possibility, we next examined the kinetics of PROX1 expression, given its critical role in lymphatic fate specification (27–30). At E10.5, a stage when PROX1 expression is initiated by SOX18 specifically in the dorsolateral portion of the cardinal veins, only a few of the PROX1-positive cells were observed in wild-type embryos (Figure 4, A and B). However, in S259A embryos, PROX1 was detected not only in cardinal veins, but in dorsal aortae as well (Figure 4C). In addition, many PROX1-positive cells were seen migrating out of cardinal veins (Figure 4A). The same phenomenon was also observed in E11.5 embryos (Figure 5A). At E12.5, in the wild-type embryos, PROX1 was evident only in lymphatic sacs, with almost no expression detectable in cardinal veins (Figure 4, A and D). In contrast, PROX1 expression persisted in cardinal veins, dorsal aortae, and lymphatic sacs in S259A embryos (Figure 4E).

By E14.5, PROX1 was still detectable in the cardinal veins of S259A embryos, although at a lower level compared with that in jugular lymphatic sacs (Supplemental Figure 3). Surprisingly, despite the presence of PROX1, no obvious expression of other lymphatic markers, such as VEGFR3 (Figure 4A or Supplemental Figure 3) or podoplanin (data not shown), was observed in blood ECs within major arteries and veins of S259A embryos at E12.5 or E14.5. In contrast, all of the PROX1-positive cells migrating dorsolaterally from the jugular vein expressed VEGFR3.

Lymphatic specification in mice is thought to begin at E11.5 when PROX1-positive cells delaminate from cardinal veins and...
migrate dorsolaterally to form jugular lymphatic sacs. Quantitative analysis showed that the number of these migrating cells had almost doubled in S259A embryos compared with control embryos at both E11.5 and E12.5 (Figure 5B). In addition, both the total number of PROX1+ cells and the number of PROX1+ cells in cardinal veins were significantly higher in S259A embryos.

To confirm these results in vitro, HUVECs were transduced with an adenovirus encoding RAF1 S259A (Ad-RAF1 S259A). This resulted in increased expression of PROX1 and various lymphatic genes encoding VEGFR3, LYVE1, and PDPN (Figure 5C).

**SOX18 is upregulated in S259A embryos.** During early embryonic development, lymphatic fate specification is initiated by SOX18, which directly controls Prox1 gene expression. To study
the mechanism of RAF1_S259A-dependent induction of lymphatic fate, we investigated its effect on SOX18 expression in vivo using immunofluorescence staining. Wild-type embryos displayed low levels of SOX18 expression at various developmental stages from E10.5 to E12.5. Conversely, strong SOX18 expression was observed in all of the β-gal–positive cells in S259A embryos (Figure 6A or Supplemental Figure 4). During normal LEC fate induction, SOX18 is only transiently expressed in cardinal vein ECs (prior to induction of PROX1 expression), and its expression is shut down after E11.5 and shut off by E14.5 (17). In contrast to the wild-type mice, S259A embryos demonstrated stronger SOX18 expression in the blood vasculature including both arteries and veins at E10.5, with the expression persisting through E14.5, both in blood and lymphatic vessels (Figure 6, B–D, and Supplemental Figure 4), suggesting that ongoing RAF/ERK activation due to RAF1S259A expression can overcome normal down-regulation of SOX18 expression.

To verify these results, we measured SOX18, SOX17, and SOX7 expression in HUVECs transduced with Ad-RAF1S259A. In agreement with the in vivo data, expression of RAF1S259A, but not a wild-type RAF1, induced a significant increase in SOX18 and SOX17 levels, while SOX7 remained unchanged (Figure 7, A and B). To confirm Sox18 induction by RAF1S259A in vivo, we examined its expression in primary ECs purified from E12.5 S259A embryos. In agreement with in vitro results, Sox18 levels were significantly higher compared with ECs isolated from control littermates (Figure 7C).

While COUP-TFII has also been shown to be required for the initiation and early maintenance of PROX1 expression in LECs (31), endothelial RAF1S259A expression had no significant effect on COUP-TFII levels in vitro or in vivo (Supplemental Figure 5). PROX1 has been shown to control the number of LEC progenitors (32) and the budding out of these progenitors from the cardinal vein (33). Thus, a persistent increase in SOX18 and PROX1 expression in cardinal veins of S259A embryos can be expected to result in prolonged venous EC-to-LEC differentiation and a continuous migration of PROX1-positive LEC progenitors to lymph sacs. This indeed was the case, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, A and B, where there was a larger number of migrating PROX1-positive cells from cardinal veins in S259A embryos. As a result, by E14.5, jugular veins in S259A embryos were significantly smaller than in littermate controls, while the carotid artery size was largely unchanged (Figure 7, D–F).

RAF1-AKT crosstalk regulates lymphatic endothelial fate specification. The Ser259 to Ala259 mutation of RAF1 decouples the RAF1/AKT crosstalk and thus renders RAF1 resistant to inhibition by PI3K/AKT signaling. This results in simultaneous activation of both RAF1/ERK and PI3K/AKT signaling pathways. In primary mouse lung ECs isolated from S259A mice, RAF1_S259A expression resulted in a 45% increase in baseline phospho-ERK level (Figure 8A),
which is comparable to the ERK activation seen in another Noonan syndrome mouse model (34). The ongoing ERK activation in S259A embryos was demonstrated by anti-pERK1/2 staining of β-gal–positive ECs (Figure 8B).

To determine the specific roles of ERK and AKT signaling in lymphatic fate specification, we next studied the effect of selective inhibition of either pathway’s signaling on SOX18, PROX1, VEGFR3, and LYVE1 expression in HUVECs in vitro. Shutdown

Figure 6
SOX18 expression is upregulated in RAF1S259A embryos. (A) Immunofluorescence staining of SOX18 (green), β-gal (magenta), and VEGFR3 (red) in E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5 embryo sections. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). (B–D) Higher-magnification images of areas highlighted with squares in (A). SOX18-positive cells in the dorsal aorta and the cardinal vein are indicated with white arrowheads. Red arrowheads in (A) point to the dorsal aorta. Scale bar: 200 μm.
of the RAF1/MEK/ERK pathway by the MEK inhibitor U0126 blocked induction of all 4 genes by RAF1S259A (Figure 8C). In contrast, inhibition of PI3K/AKT signaling led to a slight increase in SOX18 expression, likely due to baseline AKT suppression of RAF1 activation. At the same time, expression of PROX1, VEGFR3, and LYVE1 (Figure 8C) was significantly reduced by inhibition of PI3K/AKT signaling can rescue the lymphatic phenotype in S259A embryos. Two i.p. injections of the MEK inhibitor U0126 into pregnant mice at E10.5 and E11.5, the time when the lymphatic network is forming, led to a significant decrease in lymphatic sac formation in S259A embryos at E12.5 (Figure 9, A and B, and Supplemental Figure 6). Furthermore, there was a significant inhibition of Sox18, Vegfr3, Lyve1, and Pdpn expression in primary mouse embryonic ECs (Figure 10A). Finally, i.p. injection of U0126 into pregnant mice at E13.5, the time when the lymphatic network is forming in the skin of mouse embryos, led to a significant decrease in skin lymphatic vessel size in S259A embryos 24 hours later (Figure 10, B and C).

**Discussion**

The data presented in this study suggest a model in which RAF1/MEK/ERK signaling induces LEC fate specification and lymphatic vessel development by controlling SOX18 expression (Supplemental Figure 7). ERK activation, regulated by RAF1-AKT crosstalk, controls SOX18 and PROX1 expression in venous ECs, which leads to delamination of these LEC progenitors and eventually to full LEC fate specification. In Noonan syndrome and related
Figure 8
RAF1-AKT crosstalk regulates lymphatic endothelial fate specification by controlling ERK activation. (A) Western blot shows that ERK is activated in S259A primary mouse lung ECs (left panel). ERK activity was quantified by densitometry and is represented as the ratio of pERK1/2 to total ERK1/2 (right panel). Data represent the mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments. (B) Immunofluorescence staining showing higher pERK1/2 (red, arrowheads) in β-gal–positive (green) ECs of E12.5 S259A embryos. Scale bar: 100 μm. (C) Effect of MEK and PI3K inhibition on lymphatic gene expression. HUVECs transduced with control, wild-type RAF1, or RAF1 S259A lentiviruses were treated with DMSO, MEK inhibitor U0126 (10 μM), or PI3K inhibitor LY294002 (10 μM) for 24 hours. SOX18, PROX1, VEGFR3, and LYVE1 expression was assessed by qPCR. Data represent the mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. (D) Effect of mTOR and AKT inhibition on SOX18, PROX1, and COUP-TFII expression. HUVECs transduced with GFP or RAF1 S259A adenoviruses were treated with DMSO, rapamycin (10 μM), AKT inhibitor VIII (10 μM), or LY294002 (10 μM) for 24 hours. SOX18, PROX1, and COUP-TFII expression was assessed by qPCR. Data represent the mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments. (E) Constitutive active ERK is able to induce lymphatic genes. HUVECs were transduced with adenovirus expressing lacZ, cytosolic localized constitutive active ERK (ME), or nuclear localized constitutive active ERK (ME-LA). SOX18, PROX1, VEGFR3, LYVE1, and PDPN expression was assessed by qPCR. Data represent the mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments, jv, jugular vein.
Figure 9
Inhibition of ERK signaling reduces lymphatic EC specification. (A and B) Immunofluorescence staining of SOX18 (A) or PROX1 (B) (green), β-gal (magenta), and VEGFR3 (red) of DMSO or U0126-treated E12.5 embryo sections. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Red arrowheads point to the dorsal aorta (E12.5). Scale bars: 200 μm. Quantification of SOX18+ (A, right panel) and PROX1+ (B, right panel) cells was performed by counting SOX18+ or PROX1+ cells highlighted in the inset rectangles at the indicated positions (heart), as shown in (A and B, left panels). Control, n = 4 embryos; S259A, n = 4 embryos. Mean ± SEM.
“RASopathy” patients, excessive ERK signaling leads to a persistent induction of SOX18 and PROX1 in venous ECs, resulting in increased transition of these venous ECs to a lymphatic fate, leading, in turn, to increased outmigration of these newly specified LECs to the forming lymphatic sacs. The sacs are greatly increased in size and give rise to disproportionally large lymphatics, thus leading to lymphangiectasia. At the same time, with the exception of the right jugular sac in about 50% of the embryos where some hemorrhage was observed, no blood was observed anywhere else in any of the lymphatics, suggesting complete separation of the venous and lymphatic circulations.

The morphologic features observed in RAFlS259A transgenic mice include large, irregularly shaped lymphatic vessels wrapping around arterioles and small arteries, a finding pathognomonic to patients with Noonan syndrome and extensive edema. Gain-of-function RAFl or ERK mutations are observed in 3%–17% of Noonan syndrome cases (11, 26, 35), and the increase in ERK signaling observed in these patients is of the same order of magnitude (less than 2-fold) as that seen in this study (1.45-fold increase). Thus, the lymphangiectasia observed in these patients is likely attributable to the effect of excessive ERK signaling on lymphatic fate specification, as suggested by our study.

VEGF-A (a principal VEGF in arterial and venous ECs) and VEGF-C (the key VEGF in lymphatic ECs), via their respective receptors VEGFR2 and VEGFR3, activate several signaling cascades including PI3K/akt and RAS/RAF/ERK. Until recently, no interactions between these two signaling cascades have been appreciated. We have previously demonstrated that under normal conditions in the adult vasculature, AKT inhibits ERK signaling via phosphorylation of RAF1, and that inhibition of PI3K leads to increased transition of these newly specified venous ECs to a lymphatic fate, leading to lymphangiectasia. At the same time, with the exception of the right jugular sac in about 50% of the embryos where some hemorrhage was observed, no blood was observed anywhere else in any of the lymphatics, suggesting complete separation of the venous and lymphatic circulations.

The morphologic features observed in RAFlS259A transgenic mice include large, irregularly shaped lymphatic vessels wrapping around arterioles and small arteries, a finding pathognomonic to patients with Noonan syndrome and extensive edema. Gain-of-function RAFl or ERK mutations are observed in 3%–17% of Noonan syndrome cases (11, 26, 35), and the increase in ERK signaling observed in these patients is of the same order of magnitude (less than 2-fold) as that seen in this study (1.45-fold increase). Thus, the lymphangiectasia observed in these patients is likely attributable to the effect of excessive ERK signaling on lymphatic fate specification, as suggested by our study.

VEGF-A (a principal VEGF in arterial and venous ECs) and VEGF-C (the key VEGF in lymphatic ECs), via their respective receptors VEGFR2 and VEGFR3, activate several signaling cascades including PI3K/akt and RAS/RAF/ERK. Until recently, no interactions between these two signaling cascades have been appreciated. We have previously demonstrated that under normal conditions in the adult vasculature, AKT inhibits ERK signaling via phosphorylation of RAF1, and that inhibition of PI3K leads to increased transition of these newly specified venous ECs to a lymphatic fate, leading to lymphangiectasia. At the same time, with the exception of the right jugular sac in about 50% of the embryos where some hemorrhage was observed, no blood was observed anywhere else in any of the lymphatics, suggesting complete separation of the venous and lymphatic circulations.

Inhibition of ERK signaling rescues the lymphatic phenotype in RAFlS259A embryos. (A) qPCR analysis of Sox18, Vegfr3, Lyve1, and Pdpn expression in primary ECs isolated from DMSO or U0126-treated E12.5 embryos. Data represent the mean ± SEM. Control: DMSO, n = 11 embryos; U0126, n = 6 embryos; S259A: DMSO, n = 4 embryos; U0126, n = 3 embryos. (B) Whole-mount staining of dorsal skin vasculature of E14.5 embryos treated with MEK inhibitor U0126 or DMSO. Scale bar: 200 μm. (C) Quantitative analysis of lymphatic vessel diameters based on VEGFR3 staining shown in (B). Mean ± SEM. Control: DMSO, n = 7 embryos; U0126, n = 7 embryos; S259A: DMSO, n = 6 embryos; U0126, n = 5 embryos.

In the present study, we examined the role of PI3K/akt-RAF1/MEK/ERK crosstalk in the developing vasculature using an RAFl mutant insensitive to AKT phosphorylation. Since the promoter construct used in these studies results in activation of the mutant construct expression at approximately E9.5, the time of lymphatic fate specification, we concentrated on the effect of this mutation on lymphangiogenesis. Decoupling of PI3K and ERK pathways in vitro resulted in activation of ERK, even in the absence of VEGF (or other growth factor) stimulation, demonstrating that the former tonically suppresses the latter. In vivo, this resulted in activation of Sox18 expression in cardinal veins and led to induction of PROX1 expression which, in turn, initiated lymphatic fate specification, perhaps due to inhibition of AKT signaling input, is responsible for lymphatic fate specification.

Coup-iif has been shown to be required for PROX1 expression (31). Surprisingly, RAFl/ERK signaling induced PROX1 expression in arteries where Coup-Tfii is not expressed, while suppression of the PI3K/akt pathway inhibited both PROX1 and Coup-Tfii expression. This indicates that Coup-Tfii might be required for PI3K/akt dependency, but might not be essential for ERK-induced PROX1 expression.

During normal development, PROX1 induction is limited to the dorsolateral aspect of cardinal veins (17), demonstrating that it is a spatial context–dependent process. However, introduction of the mutant RAFlS259A construct induced SOX18 and PROX1 expression throughout the entire circumference of the cardinal veins, obliterating the normal spatial gradient. This indicates
that while RAF1/ERK signaling is able to regulate SOX18 and PROX1 expression, another factor(s) is responsible for the spatially polarized nature of this signal. Deactivation or suppression of PI3K/AKT signaling in the dorsolateral endothelium of cardinal veins may be one such mechanism.

While both SOX18 and PROX1 in S259A embryos were expressed throughout both venous and arterial endothelia, no significant induction of VEGFR3 or other LEC markers was observed in these vessels. This suggests that factors inhibiting lymphatic fate transition operate while ECs are part of blood vessels, and the full fate transition occurs only when they leave the vessel wall. This hypothesis is consistent with a recent study which showed that PROX1-positive LEC progenitors in cardinal veins do not express the lymphatic marker podoplanin prior to budding out of the vein (33).

The event responsible for the induction of ERK signaling in cardinal veins is not certain. Both VEGF-A and VEGF-C have the ability to activate PLCγ/ERK pathway activity, respectively, via VEGFR2 and VEGFR3. Furthermore, both receptors are expressed in the cardinal vein at early embryonic stages. Previous studies have also shown that while VEGF-C is essential for the formation of lymphatic sprouts from embryonic veins, it is dispensable for cell commitment to the lymphatic endothelial lineage (37, 38). Moreover, mice with a VEGFR3 loss-of-ligand-binding mutation show defective lymphatic vessel growth, while jugular lymph sacs develop normally (19). Taken together, this suggests that neither VEGF-A nor VEGF-C is responsible for lymphatic fate commitment. It should also be noted that ERK activation in RAF1S259A mutant embryos is due to the removal of baseline AKT inhibition of RAF1 and is not a direct activating effect of the transgene itself. Thus, the induction of Sox18 may depend as much on the withdrawal of AKT activation as on the direct activation of the RAF/ERK pathway.

Recent studies have shown that RAF1 functions in both a kinase-dependent and -independent manner, with the latter not requiring ERK activation (39). The lymphatic phenotype in S259A embryos is due to RAF1-dependent activation of ERK, since expression of wild-type RAF1 in ECs has no significant effects on SOX18, PROX1, and other LEC markers. Furthermore, introduction of a constitutively active ERK construct (ME-LA) had a similar effect on LEC specification to RAF1S259A. Finally, inhibition of ERK activation by an MEK inhibitor blocked RAF1S259A induction of Sox18 expression. Overall, these results suggest that RAF1S259A induces lymphatic specification in an ERK-dependent manner.

It is not clear how ERK regulates Sox18 levels. ERK is thought to regulate gene expression by phosphorylating various transcription factors; however, very little is known about transcriptional controls of Sox18 expression. A search for ERK-regulated transcription factor–binding sites in the Sox18 promoter (no Sox18 enhancers have been described to date) identified, as expected, multiple possibilities including ETS1 and EGR1. While a recent study showed that EGR1 could activate the Sox18 promoter (40), it is not clear whether EGR1 is responsible for the effect described here. Further efforts will be required to fully understand Sox18 regulation by ERK signaling.

Gain-of-function mutations in the RAS signaling cascade, including those of RAF1, have been shown to cause Noonan syndrome and related disorders (11, 26). Common features of these “RASopathies” include increased ERK activation and lymphangiectasia (41, 42). Our data show that endothelial-specific expression of RAF1S259A causes a lymphatic phenotype similar to that observed in Noonan and LEOPARD syndrome patients. Furthermore, inhibition of ERK activation in vivo reversed lymphangiectasia formation in S259A mice. Thus, endothelial ERK activation is responsible for the lymphatic phenotype observed in these patients, and suppression of ERK activation may be of therapeutic benefit.

In summary, we demonstrate the essential role of endothelial ERK signaling in lymphangiogenesis via induction of SOX18 and PROX1 expression in cardinal veins. Excessive ERK activation, induced by RAF1-activating mutations, induces excessive venous-to-lymphatic fate shift and is the molecular basis for lymphangiectasia and other lymphatic abnormalities seen in various “RASopathy” syndromes.

Methods

Cell culture. HUVECs and human microvascular EC-dLyAd-adult human dermal lymphatic microvascular ECs (HMVEC-dLyAd-HDLECs) were purchased from Lonza. HUVECs were cultured in M199 medium supplemented with 20% FBS, 100 μg/ml ECGS, and 100 μg/ml heparin (Sigma-Aldrich). HDLECs were cultured in EBM-2MV medium (Lonza). A total of 293 cells were maintained in DMEM medium containing 10% FBS.

Antibodies and reagents. The following antibodies were used for Western blotting: anti-pERK1/2, ERK1/2, pRAF1 S259, and RAF1 (Cell Signaling Technology); anti–VE-cadherin and CD31 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); and anti-HA (Covance). Antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining were: anti-CD31 rabbit polyclonal; anti–β-gal (Abcam); anti-CD31 rat (BD Biosciences); anti-VEGFR3; anti-neuropilin 1; anti–CLOU-TFI (R&D Systems); anti-SMA (Sigma-Aldrich); anti–connexin 43 (Alpha Diagnostic International); anti-SOX18 (Aviva Systems Biology); anti–PROX1 and anti-podoplanin (AngioBio); and anti-Ki67 (Dako). Secondary antibodies for immunoblotting were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and from Invitrogen for immunofluorescence staining. Blocking reagent for immunofluorescence staining was from PerkinElmer. U0126 and rapamycin were obtained from Cell Signaling. LY294002 was from Sigma-Aldrich; AKT inhibitor VIII was from Calbiochem; and VEGF-A164 was obtained from R&D Systems.

Transgenic mice. Human wild-type RAF1 and RAF1S259A plasmids were gifts of Guri Tzivion (Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, USA). To generate RAF1S259A transgenic mice, human RAF1S259A was cloned into the NotI-PstI sites of pBI-G Tet-off vector (Clontech). The TRE-RAF1S259A transgenic mouse line was generated at the Yale Animal Genomics Services Center. VE-cadherin-TTA mice (24) were from the W. Sessa Lab (Yale University). Timed matings were set up by crossing male TRE-RAF1S259A mice with VE-cadherin-TTA female mice. For paraffin and frozen sections, embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight at 4°C.

X-gal staining. X-gal staining was performed using a β-Gal Expression Kit from Millipore according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Immunohistochemistry. H&E staining was performed as previously described (43). Immunofluorescence staining of paraffin sections (7 μm) was performed by incubating primary and secondary antibodies in 0.5% blocking reagent in TNT buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Tween-20). Sections were then mounted using ProLong Gold anti-fade reagent from Invitrogen, and imaged.

Whole-mount immunofluorescence staining. Embryonic tissues were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4°C, then washed 3 times with PBS. Tissues were permeabilized and blocked in TNBT buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton-X100, and 0.05% blocking reagent) overnight at 4°C and washed with TNT (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton-X100) buffer 6 times at room temperature. Tissues were then stained with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight followed by fluorescent
secondary antibodies in TNBt for 2 hours at room temperature. After washing 6 times with TNT buffer, tissues were mounted with ProLong Gold (Invitrogen) and imaged.

Image analysis. H&E images were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse 80i upright microscope. Fluorescence images were acquired using either a Leica SPS confocal microscope or a PerkinElmer spinning disk confocal microscope. To image whole-mount immunofluorescence-stained samples, 2-stack images with a 1-μm step size were acquired on a Leica SPS confocal microscope using LAS AF software. Three-dimensional projections were then assembled and vessel diameter analyzed using LAS AF software (Leica). Lumen area was quantified using ImageJ software (NIH).

Quantification of images. To quantify lumen areas of blood and lymphatic vessels, transverse paraffin sections of embryos at the lower neck position were stained with H&E or immunofluorescent antibodies, as indicated. Multiple images were then acquired using light microscopy. Lumen areas of vessels from 10 of every 6 consecutive 7-μm sections of each embryo were then quantified using ImageJ software. The values were calculated as μm² of the lumen area for each embryo, and the average for all embryos in the sample was then calculated. All data are presented as mean ± SEM.

For skin vessel diameter quantification, lymphatic vessels in the dorsal skin of E14.5 embryos were visualized by VEGFR3 whole-mount immunofluorescence staining. Five independent 3D images of a 775 μm × 775 μm area of each skin sample per embryo were taken. Lymphatic vessel diameters were measured using LAS AF Lite imaging software (Leica). To quantify PROX1-, SOX18-, and Ki67-positive cells, transverse paraffin sections of embryos at the lower neck position were stained with indicated antibodies. Positive cells from 10 of every 6 consecutive 7-μm sections of each embryo were counted under the microscope. The numbers were then averaged to represent the mean number of each embryo per field.

Plasmids. HA-RAF1 WT and S259A mutant cDNA was PCR-amplified from pMT2-vec-RAF1 WT and S259A. PCR products were cloned into the NotI site of pLVX-IREs-Puro (Clontech) and pAd-Track-CMV to generate pLVX-HA-RAF1 WT, S259A and pAd-HA-RAF1 WT, S259A constructs. HA-RAF1 WT and S259A were cloned into pEasy-1 by recombination of pAD-HA-RAF1 WT, S259A, and pAdEasy-1 as previously described (44, 45). HA-MA and HA-MA-LA CDNAs were amplified by PCR from pEntry-ME and ME-LA, respectively. The PCR products were cloned into pENTR/D-TOPo (Invitrogen) and then recombined into the adenovirus vector pAd/CMV/VS-DEST as recommended (Invitrogen).

Production and infection of lentiviruses and adenoviruses. RAF1 lentiviruses were produced in 293T cells (Invitrogen) by cotransfection of pLVX-HA-RAF1 WT or S259A with the lentiviral packaging plasmids pMD2.G, PsRV-REV, and pMDLg/pRRE (Addgene) as described previously (44). Control lentiviruses were generated using the empty vector pLVX-IREs-puro. For lentiviral infection, cells were incubated with lentivirus in growth medium in the presence of 8 μg/ml polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich) for 8 hours. For adenoviral infection, cells were incubated with adenovirus (MOI = 100) in growth medium overnight.

Quantitative RT-PCR and Western blotting. Total RNA was purified using an RNeasy Plus Mini kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized using the iScript cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) on a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real Time System. Primers used for qRT-PCR are listed in Supplemental Table 1. For Western blotting, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Cell lysates were then separated with 4%–20% gradient gel (Bio-Rad) and subjected to immunoblotting. Densitometry of Western blots was performed using ImageJ software (NIH).

Primary mouse EC isolation. Primary mouse ECs were isolated from mouse embryos or lungs using a protocol similar to that previously described (9). Briefly, embryos or lungs were harvested, minced finely with scissors, and then digested in 25 ml collagenase 0.2% (w/v) at 37°C for 20 minutes (embryo) or 45 minutes (lung). The crude cell preparation was pelleted, resuspended in DPBS and then incubated with CD31-coated Dynabeads (Invitrogen) at room temperature for 10 minutes with rotation. Using a magnetic separator, the bead-bound cells were recovered and washed with DMEM 20% FBS. The cells were then used for cell culture or gene expression analysis by qRT-PCR.

Adenovirus infection. Adenovirus vectors were produced in 293T cells (Invitrogen) by cotransfection of pLVX-HA-RAF1 WT or S259A with the lentiviral packaging plasmids pMD2.G, pRSV-REV, and pMMLg/pRRE (Invitrogen). To infect cells with Adenovirus vectors, cells were incubated with adenovirus (MOI = 10) for 2 hours, after which time the adenovirus-containing medium was removed and fresh medium was added. The adenovirus-infected cells were then incubated for 48 hours before analysis.

Production and infection of lentiviruses and adenoviruses. RAF1 lentiviruses were produced in 293T cells (Invitrogen) by cotransfection of pLVX-HA-RAF1 WT or S259A with the lentiviral packaging plasmids pMD2.G, PsRV-REV, and pMDLg/pRRE (Addgene) as described previously (44). Control lentiviruses were generated using the empty vector pLVX-IREs-puro. For lentiviral infection, cells were incubated with lentivirus in growth medium in the presence of 8 μg/ml polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich) for 8 hours. For adenoviral infection, cells were incubated with adenovirus (MOI = 100) in growth medium overnight.

Quantitative RT-PCR and Western blotting. Total RNA was purified using an RNeasy Plus Mini kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized using the iScript cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) on a Bio-Rad CFX96 Real Time System. Primers used for qRT-PCR are listed in Supplemental Table 1. For Western blotting, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Cell lysates were then separated with 4%–20% gradient gel (Bio-Rad) and subjected to immunoblotting. Densitometry of Western blots was performed using ImageJ software (NIH).

Primary mouse EC isolation. Primary mouse ECs were isolated from mouse embryos or lungs using a protocol similar to that previously described (9). Briefly, embryos or lungs were harvested, minced finely with scissors, and then digested in 25 ml collagenase 0.2% (w/v) at 37°C for 20 minutes (embryo) or 45 minutes (lung). The crude cell preparation was pelleted, resuspended in DPBS and then incubated with CD31-coated Dynabeads (Invitrogen) at room temperature for 10 minutes with rotation. Using a magnetic separator, the bead-bound cells were recovered and washed with DMEM 20% FBS. The cells were then used for cell culture or gene expression analysis by qRT-PCR.

Adenovirus infection. Adenovirus vectors were produced in 293T cells (Invitrogen) by cotransfection of pLVX-HA-RAF1 WT or S259A with the lentiviral packaging plasmids pMD2.G, pRSV-REV, and pMMLg/pRRE (Invitrogen). To infect cells with Adenovirus vectors, cells were incubated with adenovirus (MOI = 10) for 2 hours, after which time the adenovirus-containing medium was removed and fresh medium was added. The adenovirus-infected cells were then incubated for 48 hours before analysis.
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